A side-channel analysis of a cryptographic algorithm generally concentrates on the encryption or decryption phases, rarely on the key generation phase. In this paper, we show that, when not properly implemented, the fast prime generation algorithm proposed by Joye and Paillier at CHES 2006 is susceptible to side-channel analysis; its main application is the generation of RSA key-pairs for embedded platforms like smart-cards. Our attack assumes that some parity bit can be recovered through SPA when it appears in a branch condition. Our attack can be combined with Coppersmith's theorem to improve its efficiency; we show that for 1024-bit RSA moduli, one can recover the factorization of roughly 1/1000 of the RSA moduli.
Introduction
Side-channel analysis, such as Simple Power Analysis (SPA) and Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [7] , generally concentrates on the encryption or decryption phases, rarely on the key generation phase. Namely encryption or decryption offer more flexibility to the attacker who can provide various messages as input and each time record a side channel leakage. In contrast, a key generation algorithm doesn't take any input (beyond a security parameter) and in general it doesn't help to execute it multiple times since a different key is obtained for each new execution.
In this paper, we show that, when not properly implemented, one of the fast prime generation algorithms proposed by Joye and Paillier at CHES 2006 [6] is susceptible to side-channel analysis. The main application of the Joye-Paillier algorithm is to generate RSA keys on embedded platforms like smart-cards, where efficiency is of crucial importance. Prime generation usually works by applying a primality test on randomly generated integers, until a prime is found. The technique described in [6] consists in generating random integers that are not divisible by the first primes p i ; then a prime appears with higher probability, and on average fewer primality tests have to be applied, which improves efficiency.
A faster variant is described in [6] where a sequence of candidates is generated from a random seed and the parity of each candidate is tested before applying a primality test, until a prime is found. In this paper, we concentrate on an implementation of this faster variant; we show that if n primality tests have been applied and if the parity bits can be obtained through SPA, then we can recover the n − 1 least significant bits of the output prime. Coppersmith's theorem [1] shows that an RSA modulus N = pq can be factored in polynomial time given half of the least significant (or most significant) bits of p. Therefore, if the number n of primality tests for p or q is more than half the bit-size of p, one can recover the factorization of N efficiently. We provide an analysis which shows that for certain parameters (b min = b max = 0) and for 1024-bit RSA moduli, this happens for 10 −3 of the generated RSA moduli.
The Joye-Paillier Prime Generation Algorithm
The Joye-Paillier algorithm [6] consists in generating a sequence of candidates q that are co-prime with the first small primes p i ; a primality test T (q) is then applied on each candidate until a prime is found. Here we concentrate on the faster variant (from Fig. 3 in [6] ). One defines Π as the product of the r first primes, excluding p 1 = 2, so that Π is odd :
Let [q min , q max ] be the interval in which the prime integers must be generated. One defines integers b min , b max and v such that :
The prime integers will actually be generated in the sub-interval :
See [6] for more details on the selection of parameters b min , b max and v. We denote by T (q) a primality test (for example, Miller-Rabin [8] ).
Fast Prime Generation Algorithm [6] :
It is easy to see that the candidate q at step 6 is odd and co-prime with all primes in Π. Namely, we have that q = ±k mod Π and k remains always in (Z/ΠZ) * , because 2 ∈ (Z/ΠZ) * . This implies that q is co-prime with all primes in Π. Moreover, if q = k+t+ is even at step 4, then q = Π −k+t+ = Π −2k+q must be odd since Π is odd, and therefore q is odd at step 6. Since we ensure that each candidate q is not divisible by the first small primes, each candidate is prime with higher probability, so one gets a faster prime generation algorithm (see [6] for a complete analysis).
Our Side-Channel Attack
Our attack is based on the assumption we can recover the parity of k at step 4 thanks to the parity test performed on q at step 5. Namely, on a practical implementation, a branch condition usually produces a different physical leakage depending on the result of the test. Indeed by measuring power consumption, the attacker may be able to determine if the operation q ← Π −k +t+ has been performed or not, which gives him the parity bit of q. Our attack is therefore a Simple Power Attack (SPA) on the parity bit of q. In practice, this assumption may be realistic or not, depending on the micro-processor used, the presence of hardware countermeasures, and the way the test is implemented. We note that SPA attacks based on analogous assumptions have been described in [3, 4] .
Here we show that this sequence of parity bits enables us to recover the least significant bits of the prime q returned as output. Our attack is based on the following simple lemma :
Proof. By definition, we have 2
. Moreover, we have 2k j−1 = 2k j−1 /Π Π + k j . Taking the relation modulo 2, we get 2k j−1 /Π ≡ k j (mod 2) as Π is odd, and since 2k j−1 < 2Π, we have 2k j−1 /Π = k j mod 2. This concludes the proof. Proposition 1. With the previous notation and letting b j = k j mod 2, we have
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemma by observing that
We assume that the parameters Π, b min , b max and v are public and known to the attacker. Let k i = k 0 · 2 i mod Π for i ≥ 0 denote the sequence of integers k which appear at step 4, where k 0 is the integer initially generated at step 2. Let q i = k i + t + denote the corresponding integer computed at step 4. From the parity of q i tested at step 5, one can therefore obtain the parity of k i ; this is done by making an assumption on the parity of t + , which is constant after step 4. Then using the previous lemma, after n + 1 primality tests the value of k n mod 2 n is obtained 3 . Then we can write :
where 0 ≤ x 0 < 2 n is known and x is unknown. Therefore the prime generated q = k n + t + or q = Π − k n + t + can be written :
where x and b ∈ [b min , b max ] are integers unknown to the attacker, and the integers n, k 0 , Π and are known. We make the following assumption : we assume that b min = b max = 0, so that b = 0. We note that taking b min = b max = 0 is a valid parameter choice in the Joye-Paillier algorithm. In this case, the integer q can be written :
where C is a known constant and x is an unknown integer.
Theorem 1 (Coppersmith [1] ). Given N = pq and the high-order or loworder 1/4 log 2 N bits of p, one can recover the factorization of N in time polynomial in log N .
Using Coppersmith's theorem, one can therefore recover the factorization of N in polynomial-time if the number n of primality tests is at least half the bit-size of p. Let α denote the probability that a random n 0 -bit odd integer q co-prime with Π is prime. We make the heuristic approximation that the candidates q i behave as if they were uniformly and independently distributed. From the analysis of [5] , we obtain that a candidate q i is prime with probability :
where Π = 2Π and φ is Euler's function. Therefore, letting X be the random variable that gives the number of primality tests, we have :
which gives E[X] = 1/α and :
To summarize, if the attack is applied for both p and q, the factorization of a 2n 0 -bit RSA modulus can be recovered in polynomial-time for a fraction :
of the generated moduli. We provide in Table 1 the corresponding fraction for various moduli size. For a prime size of n 0 bits, we take the largest r such that :
Then we take v = 2 n0 /Π and q min = v · Π and q max = (v + 1) · Π, with b min = b max = 0; this is a valid parameter choice for the Joye-Paillier algorithm. Table 1 shows that for a 1024-bit RSA modulus, our side channel attack enables to factor a fraction δ Table 1 . RSA modulus bit-size, bit-size n0 of primes p and q, number r of primes pi in Π, average number E[X] of primality tests, and fraction δ of weak RSA moduli.
We note that the assumption b min = b max = 0 could be relaxed to small (known) values for b min and b max ; in this case the value b ∈ [b min , b max ] would be exhaustively searched 4 .
Countermeasures
In this section we discuss three possible countermeasures. Our first countermeasure is to periodically re-generate a fresh seed k so that the attacker doesn't obtain enough information about the prime q. Let s > 0 be the maximum number of primality tests performed for a given seed k. The integer s should be small enough to prevent the previous attack, but not too small to keep the same level of efficiency; we propose to take s = n 0 /4 where n 0 is the prime bit-size. One gets the modified algorithm :
Modified Prime Generation Algorithm :
(c) If i < s then go to step 5, otherwise go to step 2.
Output q
Our second countermeasure consists in replacing the instruction k ← 2 · k mod Π by k ← 2 t · k mod Π where t is a small random integer. If k ← 2 t · k mod Π is implemented in constant time, then the attacker doesn't know for which integers k i = 2 i · a mod Π he gets the parity bits, which prevents the previous attack. This second countermeasure is efficient because the additional running time is probably negligible compared to the primality test running time.
Our third countermeasure is to implement the test so that it doesn't leak. The standard way is to compute both sides of the branch and select the correct result. This countermeasure is analogous to the square & multiply always and double & add always countermeasures in RSA exponentiation and ECC scalar multiplication (see [2] ). The instruction :
6. If (q even) then q ← Π − k + t + is then replaced by :
In this case the computation of Π − k + t + is always performed so it is likely more difficult for the attacker to recover the parity of q.
Conclusion and Open Problem
We have demonstrated that an improper implementation of the Joye-Paillier prime generation algorithm may succumb to side-channel analysis. Our attack is based on the assumption that a Simple Power Analysis can give us the parity bits which appear in a branch condition. We have shown that for certain parameters (b min = b max = 0) and for 1024-bit RSA moduli, a fraction 10 −3 of those moduli can be factored efficiently. However in practice, some of the parity bits obtained through SPA may be erroneous. Therefore an interesting open problem is to find an attack that works with errors; formally :
Open Problem: let β > 0, let Π be an odd integer and let k 0 ∈ Z Z Π . Define the sequence k i = 2 i k 0 mod Π and b i = k i mod 2 for i ≥ 1. Let b i = b i with probability 1 − β and b i = 1 − b i otherwise, independently for each i ≥ 1. Given the sequence b i for i ≥ 1, find k 0 in time polynomial in log Π.
